
The Map Reader: Theories of Mapping
Practice and Cartographic
Representation
Edited by Martin Dodge, Rob Kitchin and
Chris Perkins
Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011

xxiii + 478 pp (with colour and B&W maps and line
drawings)

ISBN 978 0 470 74283 9 £85 hardback

This ‘reader’ represents a very useful addition to the

cartography section of any library. The editors have

carefully selected some fifty-five papers, comprising many

classics (by Bertin, Tobler, Harley, Snyder, and so on),

under five broad headings (chapters): conceptualising
mapping, technologies of mapping, cartographic
aesthetics and map design, cognition and cultures of
mapping, and power and politics of mapping. As well as a

preface providing an introduction to the reader as a whole,

each chapter is preceded by a short introductory essay

attributed to all the three editors – this is very clearly

stamped as a collaborative effort, down to the alphabetic

listing of the editors’ names.

The editors are very clear that their selection of

papers is a subjective choice reflecting their own biases

and agendas, but despite this special pleading, the result is

a balanced collection given their chosen themes. They

claim that the reader provides a resource that grows from

the increasing interest in maps and mapping across a range

of disciplines (they mention anthropology, literary studies,

sociology, history, and communications). This is

indisputable, although their claim that despite this wider

interest “maps are still somewhat taken for granted”

(p.xxi) might be contested. That has been hanging in

threads for a couple of decades. The notion of the

objectivity of cartography is now rather a straw-man

amongst most academics. The notion of objectivity in

scientific diagrams in general has been attacked from

many sides, and it would perhaps have been useful to see

some reference to this wider discourse, for example the

critique by Stephen Jay Gould and others of canonical

images in the life sciences, specifically of ‘progress’ in

evolution, with its echoes of egocentrism and

ethnocentrism in cartography.

It is difficult to review a ‘reader’, although perhaps

not as difficult as, say, an anthology of poems, where there

may be a theme but the editor’s personal choices might be

decisive. In this reader the introductory essays do provide

context and structure and the whole is the better for their

attempts at synthesis. Some readers can seem a rag-bag of

material, which is not the case with this text. Many of the

papers included in the collection have achieved a patina of

respectability, of being classics, and are often more quoted

than read. The reader provides the opportunity to go back

to the source, and read it afresh, but with context provided.

The reader will, I suspect, become a useful seminar

resource for use with students of geography, cartography

and related design, as well as the potential to be useful to

students of history, communication and media studies, and

politics, to name just a few areas.

On a practical note, the arrangement of the reader is

clear and well planned. The individual papers contain their

original reference lists, to which are added further readings

and links to other papers/sections of the reader. This latter

provision is especially useful for use as a seminar text.

This is both an excellent read and a first class reference

resource.

Peter Vujakovic

Underground Maps Unravelled:
Explorations in Information Design
Maxwell J. Roberts
Published by the author, 2012

224 pp (with colour and B&W maps and illustrations)

ISBN 970 0 9572664 0 7 £45 hardback

The title and the cover illustration of this book involve a

wonderful piece of punning. The cover shows a detail from

‘Curvy Tube Map Unravelled’, an embroidery by

Elizabeth J. Newton. This nicely sets the tone for the

contents of this rather quirky and very interesting volume

on map design. It is in one way a book of two distinct

halves, but these form a refreshing whole if effort is taken

to follow the author’s distinctive approach to reviewing

the history of the development of tube mapping, alongside

also his own attempts to rework and investigate design

principles through experimentation with the iconic

Becksian designs.

This work is in distinct contrast with other recent

volumes on this topic. If Mark Ovenden’s (2003) Metro
Maps of the World is the twitcher’s guide, Roberts’ is an

authentic ornithology. Ovenden essentially collects metro

maps, and while there is some commentary, it is little more
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than a rudimentary tick-list. Roberts is the true

ornithologist; interested in what makes his chosen species

tick, to understand why they evolved to be the beasts they

are and how they might evolve within a changing

environment. It does bear some comparison with Claire

Dobbin’s (2012) wonderful London Underground Maps:
Art, Design and Cartography to the degree that both try to

get under the skin of the classic design ethos of the London

Underground, not just the Beck map, and to see the map

within this wider habitat.

The first chapters of Roberts’ book take us

systematically through the evolution of mapping for the

London Underground. These chapters are copiously

illustrated and set the maps within the context of the wider

design ethic of the buildings, signage and publicity

material, including a wonderful poster on page 13,

showing the Central Line as the ‘key to London’ – the

diagram of this section drawn literally as a key held by one

of the tube staff. Roberts also reminds us that Beck’s

approach to mapping was not the unchallenged icon that

we sometimes regard it as today. The second chapter

provides evidence of a range of other information graphics

with very different formats; an especial favourite –

because of its saccharine colour scheme – is the

topographical 1951 Festival of Britain map. Roberts goes

on to assess attempts to tinker with the Beck model, the

contribution of other designers, and the results –

sometimes positive and sometimes negative. Throughout

this section and beyond, he includes his own reworking of

maps (each fastidiously dated).

Perhaps the most interesting and novel part of the

book is Roberts’ attempt to move from a historic review of

the maps to a psychological understanding of the basis of

good design and his own experiments with both good

design and deliberately poor design to test the boundaries

of what can be done and perhaps what should never be

seen! His discussion includes issues such as the clearing

away of ‘information pollution’ – the removal of clutter

and redundancy – reminiscent of some of Edward Tufte’s

ideas. In his attempt to test ideas of design to the limits

some of his maps are truly bizarre, and summon almost

nightmarish images – for example his ‘regular

Dodecalinear map’ – based on six angles and twelve

directions, which is reminiscent of a crouching insect

ready to spring (or is that just my own overactive

imagination running wild?). His experiments are

challenging, as he admits himself. The value is the

permissiveness of his approach which should encourage

others to experiment, not just with transport maps, but a

range of cartography.

In the last section of his book, Roberts turns his

attention to the development of similar map-diagrams for

other metro systems around the world, and again tests

these using his own reformulations. He discusses the

problems of imposing a design that works for one place

and culture onto another. For instance, he illustrates his

discussion of a dis/re-orientating design for Paris by Beck

(that effectively tilted Paris on its side), by applying a

similar startling approach to London. I personally rather

like this map (p.187) and I suspect it would do for the

London tube map design what the Peters Projection did for

world mapping – it would force people to question their

world-view. But like the Peters projection, the novelty is

the value and this can only ever be ephemeral, and that

may be no bad thing.

This is a book about design ideas. This is an author

that asks interesting questions about design, but is also not

scared to experiment and put his ideas on the line. I have to

admit to finding it hard to sit and read from cover to cover

– I’ve picked it up and put it down over several weeks, let

it lie for some time untouched, dipped in again. Perhaps

that is its value – it makes you want to take another peek…

Roberts’ ‘all curves’ tube map on p.152… does it work?

Could Londoners cope with something that has touches of

the vascular system from Gray’s Anatomy? Questions…

questions!

Peter Vujakovic

The Visualisation of Spatial Social
Structure
Danny Dorling
Chichester: John Wiley & Sons, 2012

401 pp (with colour maps and illustrations)

ISBN 978 1 119 96293 9 £27.50 hardback 
(£22.99 online via iTunes)

I have a particular habit when opening a new book. I start

by turning to its References or Bibliography. I then look at

any Notes section, followed by taking a brief glance at the

Contents page and the Preface. Only then do I start reading

the book proper, though not always from the beginning.

With Danny Dorling’s latest book, I got no further than the

first of these steps before reaching for my notepad.

For a book first published in 2012, I was struck by a

yawning gap between its date of publication and the end of

the 1980s, during which there are hardly any items listed in

the References section. There are just eight references

given for 1990, and two more for 1991. (A third item, by

William Bunge, doesn’t count, because it was first

published in 1971.) Of these, six are by the author. This

dearth of recent material is mirrored in the ten-page list of

figures at the front of the book, most of which are created

from data which date from the 1980s. The Preface (p.xxv)

refers to this book as presenting a “case study” of 1980s

Britain, with “examples from the past” (p.xxvi). However,

as the author makes clear on page xxvi of the Preface, this

is not a conventional study in historical social geography.

Moreover, the topics dealt with are specific to the

visualization techniques experimented with, and the

specific datasets used, both of which are firmly rooted in

the 1980s.

The explanation of this historical bias lies in the fact

that this book is essentially a published version of the

author’s 1991 PhD thesis. However, this isn’t made clear
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(apart from a note at the end of the Contents list on page

ix) until you arrive at the third paragraph of the book’s

Endnote on page 297, and the Acknowledgements that

follow. This is not good enough. Plenty of PhDs in spatial

analysis and data visualization (e.g. William Bunge’s 1960

PhD on theoretical geography, and Waldo Tobler’s 1961

PhD on map transformations) have been published in the

past, on paper, on microfilm, or online, but the authors

and/or publishers typically advertise the provenance of

these works up front. I’m not suggesting there has been an

attempt at deliberately deceiving would-be purchasers in

this case. However, given the fairly steep asking price of

this hardback, people should know precisely what they’re

buying before they stump up the cash. The publisher’s

blurb writer doesn’t help, because the description on the

back cover suggests, with repetitive use of the word ‘new’,

that the book deals with current visualization techniques,

not those that were arguably new when first researched by

the author almost a quarter of a century ago. Social

scientists, in particular, might be mistaken in thinking that

this book represents a state-of-the-art review of current

data visualization techniques relating to spatial social

structure. It does not.

It is perhaps no exaggeration to say that the

efflorescence of visualization software in the past decade

or so is one of the reasons why research into spatial (and

non-spatial) social structures has become so interesting

and so appealing. However, apart from a handful of brief

text boxes in the first couple of chapters, a few words

about Basic language graphics commands on page 297,

and the code of a single routine in the book’s only

Appendix, not much is said about the visualization

technology used to create the images in this book. On

reflection, this is perhaps no bad thing, given that both the

programming language (BBC Basic) and the computer on

which it ran (the Archimedes) have now been obsolete for

many years, and the brief discussion of ‘drawfiles’ (on

page 10) is antiquated in a world that is awash with

distributed databases, data visualization pipelines, and

sophisticated 2D and 3D graphics libraries such as DirectX

and OGL (Open Graphics Library), as well as easily

accessible network visualization tools such as NodeXL for

Excel. Because of the absence of modern technology from

the book, software architects will have to look elsewhere

for their insights. Much the same can also be said for those

interested in knowing how large social datasets can be

acquired and how they might need to be manipulated in

order for data visualization to be successfully undertaken. 

In essence, what we have here is the outcome of the

author’s three or so years of fastidious experimentation as

a PhD student frozen in time. There have been numerous

other doctoral theses on related topics which have

appeared in published form, but the principle adopted has

usually been: either publish it soon after the award of the

doctorate in its more or less original form, or publish it at

a later date with significant revisions, updates and re-

contextualizations. As an example of the former approach,

Danny’s original PhD would have benefitted from rapid

publication in the Springer Theses series

(http://www.springer.com/series/8790/), had it been

around at the time (an outlet that one of his own doctoral

students has recently used). As an illustration of the second

approach, I am one of many researchers into Ordnance

Survey maps who is eagerly awaiting publication of a

significantly updated version of Richard Oliver’s 1985

PhD thesis on the evolution of the Ordnance Survey in the

nineteenth century, even though I have already read his

original thesis from cover to cover.

There is virtually nothing in Danny’s book about the

antecedents of the author’s own social visualization

experiments. There is a reference to a US statistical atlas

by Walker in 1870, and to a book on the construction of

graphical charts in by Peddle in 1910, and that’s about it.

There is no mention of Charles Booth’s seminal

visualizations of social conditions and poverty in London

in the 1880s and 1890s, or of A.H. Robinson’s Early
Thematic Mapping in the History of Cartography (1982).

And there is no attempt to evaluate the work presented in

this book from a more recent perspective. There has been

considerable recent research into the efficacy – or

otherwise – of cartographic and other visualizations, but

the author appears to have done little by way of formally

evaluating his visualizations, which is something one

might have expected in a PhD of this kind. As a single

example, his rather brief caveat concerning Chernoff faces

(p.242) is considerably amplified in Robert Kosara’s blog:

‘A Critique of Chernoff Faces’ (http://eagereyes.org/
criticism/chernoff-faces). Future researchers in this field

will therefore gain little from this book in terms of

evaluation methodology. And as the author makes clear in

the Preface, because this is a book about the UK, readers

from other countries will have to translate its approaches

into their own data geographies.

Another problem with this book is that the reader is

presented with a rather partial view of social structure. The

huge surge in online communication in recent years has

led to a major increase in interest in the use of visualization

to describe and analyse social networks, but none of this is

discussed. To see something of the richness of such work,

the interested reader of this review might care to look 

at the online Journal of Social Structure (http://
www.cmu.edu/joss/index.html), its Visualization

Symposium in 2010 (http://jossviz.wordpress.com);

Computational Social Networks: Mining and
Visualization, edited by Ajith Abraham (2012); and chapter

11 of Social Network Data Analytics, edited by Charu

Aggarwal (2011). As for the visualization of spatial

networks and related social structures, Dodge and

Kitchin’s explorations of social and spatial aspects of the

Internet and socially embedded software (Mapping
Cyberspace, 2000, Routledge; and Code/Space, 2011,

MIT Press) have opened up significant new lines of

enquiry. Taken together, such research is enabling us to

consider afresh how social structure (spatial and

otherwise) might emerge from social networking

behaviour.
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So, what will the curious reader gain from reading

this book, given that it excludes almost all pre-digital data

visualization and just about all post-1991 data

visualization? By and large, the answer is a gallery of

maps (over half of them in full colour) with comparatively

brief textual commentary (sometimes taking a somewhat

rhetorical stance). However, the book makes repetitious

use of a small repertoire of basic types, of which the spatial

or area cartogram is by far the most common. (Some 110

of the book’s 295 pages sport at least one such map, with

two others gracing the book covers.) Among the other less

frequently used graphical types are: flow diagrams, ternary

diagrams, Chernoff faces, population and employment

pyramids, glyphs, and arrows. A few of the images suggest

a nod to more recent concerns with 3D data visualization.

Chapter 7 (‘On the surface’), for example, begins with a

couple of contour relief maps, and concludes with a high-

oblique surface map of unemployment across the three

countries of Britain in 1981; chapter 9 (‘Volume

visualisation’) begins with a map of what looks like a set

of 64 snooker balls on a green-beige table, which does

little to advance my understanding of the data they

represent. Later, a dozen images of floating spheres

representing childhood leukaemia highlight two of the

main drawbacks with printed 3D images: symbol

occlusion and the absence of motion parallax. Several of

the other maps in this chapter are conventional 2D spatial

cartograms.

A great deal of this book therefore reflects a period of

free-wheeling experimentation of the kind PhDs are

specifically designed to report. After a while, however, I

found the procession of images rather repetitive, and I

began to ask myself just how much of the book’s contents

needed to find their way into an expensive hardback.

Wouldn’t a website ‘gallery’ have been far more widely

accessible? Funnily enough, the author has not only

provided a gallery of recreated high resolution images

(http://www.dannydorling.org/books/visualisation/Home
page.html), but the entire text of the thesis is also available

online (http://www.sasi.group.shef.ac.uk/thesis/index.
html), all of which begs the question as to why readers of

this review should rush out and buy the printed version.

This book represents an exercise in taking a new

toolkit (in this case an early desktop PC in the late 1980s)

and seeing what you can do with it to visualize readily

available data. From this perspective, it is more solution

oriented than problem oriented. It doesn’t start with

questions rooted in social science concerning social

structure, and I am not even sure it even attempts to

unpack the multiple meanings of this complex term. To

take an example, the migration and community flow maps

in chapter 6 appear to suggest a degree of spatial

connectivity, but they don’t necessarily articulate actual

social relationships, whether at family or neighbourhood

levels. This example points to a serious limitation of using

spatially aggregated data (from electoral districts by way

of wards and parliamentary constituencies up to local

authority districts and counties) to indicate social

relationships, and to suggest how social structure

(whatever that means) emerges from such relationships. 

Basically, then, this book is a historical snapshot of

one person’s experiments in the computer visualization of

spatial social data using hardware and software available

in the late 1980s. Without this understanding, the opening

sentence of the concluding chapter of the book (“New

techniques have been presented in this book […]”) won’t

make any sense to anyone with even a passing

acquaintance with current research and technological

development in this field of study. It should also be noted

that the area cartogram, which is at the heart of this book,

has been around since at least the early twentieth century

(a patent was taken out for a ‘population projection’ in

1925)1, though the author must be given considerable

credit for evangelizing the concept of area-relative

thematic mapping in the more recent past.

Conclusion
Other readers may gain far more from this book than I

have. In a perverse kind of way, this is probably because I

have followed the author from his earliest experiments

with area cartograms (e.g. in CATMOG 59, published in

1996) to his more recent social atlases of the UK (e.g. A
New Social Atlas of Britain, published in 1995, and his co-

authored Bankrupt Britain, published in 2011). I can even

claim experience of translating his cartogram software

from the original BBC Basic code to QBasic and Visual

Basic on a PC. However, I do not find myself able to

recommend The Visualisation of Spatial Social Structure
without a strong caveat to potential purchasers and

readers. This book does not review all kinds of spatial

social structure; it is not about all kinds of data

visualization; it does not provide a historical review of

previous approaches to social data visualization; it does

not provide an overview of data visualization undertaken

since the original preparation of the material for the book;

and it does not provide a retrospective critical evaluation

of the work originally undertaken by the author over 20

years ago. Despite the comment on page 300 that the text

of the original thesis has been revised in preparing this

version, none of the revisions appear to have addressed

these omissions in any significant way. Perhaps it is

because I am so familiar with, and so admiring of, Danny’s

original work that I feel so disappointed with this book. I

know he is an extremely busy and prolific academic, but as

I opened the book for the first time, I was expecting more

– a lot more – from a researcher and innovator with such

an enviable pedigree in this area of study.

Ifan D.H. Shepherd

Note 
1. See John Krygier’s cartographic blog:

http://makingmaps.net/2010/11/30/more-old-school-
cartograms-1921-1938/, and

http://makingmaps.net/2009/07/09/1923-patented-
cartogram/.
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Information Graphics

Sandra Rendgen and Julius Wiedemann
Cologne: Taschen GmBH, 2012
480 pp, illustrated in full colour throughout,
accompanied by a full colour poster
ISBN 978 3 83 652879 5 £44.99 hardback

Resembling a massive black monolith, Taschen’s

Information Graphics has a presence that is hard to ignore;

an impressive tome such as this would not look out of

place alongside the most comprehensive of world atlases.

The book begins with an introduction to the world of

information graphics by art historian Sandra Rendgen,

which is followed by trio of essays each by Richard Saul

Wurman, Simon Rogers, and Paolo Ciuccarelli. The

book’s text is presented in three languages – English,

German and French. A note about classification precedes

the bulk of the book: a compendium, and visual feast, of

over 400 contemporary and international examples of

information graphics organized into four sections:

Location, Time, Category, and Hierarchy. From the outset

– if one can resist the temptation to dive straight into the

main section – it is clear that this book is a celebration of

elegance, ingenuity, and design in the visual

communication of information. 

Rendgen’s introduction offers a helpful pretext and

words from its opening paragraph find resonance with the

principles of cartography: ‘[…] raw data in themselves are

of negligible value – they need to be filtered and evaluated.

That’s why professional data and information management

will be a central cultural tool in the decades to come.’ What

follows is a concise survey of the enduring value of

information graphics and a critical appraisal of the work of

those, such as Bertin and Tufte, who have contributed

theoretical frameworks for their understanding and

development. In the first essay, Wurman, architect and

founder of the TED (Technology, Entertainment, Design)

conferences, offers a brief and personal reflection on the

nature of understanding and how it can be improved. In the

next essay, Rogers, formerly data journalist for The
Guardian and now Data Editor at Twitter, explains ‘How

data changed journalism’ – the game-changer being the

transformation in 2010 of military data from Afghanistan

and Iraq into meaningful information and thence into news

stories. For the final essay, Ciuccarelli, Associate

Professor of Politecnico di Milano, argues the importance

of education and research concerning data visualization.        

The introduction and essays are accompanied

throughout by a range of examples (presented

chronologically) that illustrate the story of graphical

communication, from cave paintings (17,000 BC) to the

Periodic Table of Swearing (AD 2010). Each of these

wonderfully broad-ranging graphics from (amongst

others) the fields of medicine, journalism, planning,

education, and astronomy, is explained by an informative

caption. Not surprisingly, maps feature prominently in this

selection and include (a colour facsimile of) the Ebsdorf

world map of 1300, Minard’s map of Napoleon’s Russian

campaign (1869), and – as might be expected – an early

version (1933) of Harry Beck’s map of the London

Underground. The captions are sometimes rather scant on

effectively.

The 400 or so examples of information graphics that

follow are organized by the particular way in which they

structure information, rather than using any thematic

classification. This works well and cartographers,

especially, will be drawn to examine the first of these,

Location, in which elements are organized spatially. The

examples which follow are well chosen and, where

applicable, superbly reproduced in full colour. These

include a rich collection of all sorts, such as the striking

example of the Seoul metro and the simply stunning

‘Living Cartography’ of the interactive map of Vatnajökull

National Park in Iceland. Each information graphic is

accompanied by a detailed caption. 

The Time section includes visualizations of the

process of making books, whale hunting, and waste

management, while Category incorporates everything

from the economics of hamburgers to relationships among

scientific paradigms. The final section, Hierarchy, contains

another wealth of examples, such as the sumptuous

illustration of the relationship between economic

prosperity and the height of skyscrapers. Many graphics in

these sections occupy fold-outs that add to the already

delightful reading experience. The Infographia poster by

Nigel Holmes that accompanies the book is a bonus.

The timing of the publication of Information
Graphics is both prudent and helpful. While several books

on this and related topics have recently hit the shelves, this

offering from Taschen is a definitive guide to the state of

the art. The book contains an uncompromising range of

examples – simple and intricate – from which

cartographers should find much inspiration (particularly

within the first section, Location). No doubt they will also

appreciate its reasonable price.

Alexander J. Kent
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